


Introduction to Views
View is a virtual table, through which a selective portion 

of the data from one or more tables can be seen. Views 
do not contain data of their own. They are used to 
restrict access to the database or to hide data 
complexity. A view contains rows & columns, just like a  
real table. The fields in a view are fields from one or 
more real tables in the database. Creating a view does 
not take any storage space as only the query is stored in 
the data dictionary & the actual data is not stored 
anywhere.



Uses of Views
Reducing  Complexity.

Security is increased-Sensitive information can be 
excluded from a view.

Renaming the table columns-By giving the different 
names to columns while creating views.

Views can represent a subset of the data contained in a 
table.

Views can join & simplify multiple tables into a single 
virtual table.



Creating a View
Create [OR REPLACE] VIEW view_name

AS

SELECT column_list

FROM table_name[WHERE condition]

[WITH CHECK OPTION][CONSTRAINT 
constraint_name]

[WITH READ ONLY];



Create or replace  VIEW clerk AS 

SELECT empno,ename,job,dname from emp,dept where 
emp.deptno=dept.deptno;

Here clerk view has access of empno, ename,job,dname
columns from emp & dept. tables.

Emp table & Dept table are independent tables.  The 
view can be created to combine two separate tables 
into a virtual table.

View can be treated as any other table. You can retrieve 
the records from view using Select statement, delete 
the records using the delete command & Update using 
the Update Command. Views can also be joined to 
other views & tables.



Viewing records In view
Select * from VIEW;

Selecting Data from View
Syntax: 

Select col1,col2……….from ViewName;

Example: 

Select ename,address from Emp;

Read Only Option
SQL>Create  view raj as select eid, ename from Emp with read only;



Modifying View
SQL>ALTER VIEW View Name;

Restrictions on DML Statements
You can not insert the rows into view if the base table has 

certain columns with NOT NULL constraint that does not 
appear in the view.

 If a view is defined by a query that contains SET or 
DISTINCT operators, a GROUP BY clause, or a group 
function, then rows cannot be inserted into, updated in or 
deleted from the base tables using the view.

 If  view contains WITH READ ONLY Constraint then you 
cannot perform any DML operations.



Renaming Columns
Views can be used to rename the columns without 

effecting the base table provided that the number of 
columns in a view must be match the number of 
columns specified in the select statement.

SQL> Create or replace view RAJ

(ENO,ENAME)

As select EID,NAME from Employees; 



Join Views
Join view is the view that extracts data from more than 

one tables. 

SQL> Create view Emp_dept_view AS

Select 
e.Empno,Ename,e.Deptno,e.Sal,d.Dname,d.Loc from 
Emp e,Dept d where e.Deptno=d.Deptno;



Insert, Delete & update with 
Views

SQL>INSERT  INTO RAJ VALUES  (100, ‘RAJ’);

SQL>DELETE FROM RAJ WHERE EID=100;

SQL>UPDATE RAJ SET NAME=‘AARAS’WHERE 
EID=100;



Inline Views
It is a subquery that appears in the ‘from clause’ of the 

select statement. This subquery is enclosed in 
parenthesis and may be given an alias name. 

The columns selected in the subqury can be refrenced in 
the parent query.

As an example let us suppose that we want to select first 
3 employees hired b the company.

SQL> SELECT ENAME.HIREDATE FROM

(SELECT ENAME, HIREDATE FROM EMP 
ORDER BY HIREDATE) WHERE ROWNUM<=3;



Materialized Views
A materialized view is a database object  that contains 

the results of a query. They are local copies of data 
located remotely, or are used to create summary tables 
based on aggregations of a tables data. A materialized 
view can query tables,views & other materialized 
views. Collectively these are called master tables or 
detail tables.

A materialized view provides indirect access to table 
data by storing the results of a query in a separate 
schema object. Unlike an ordinary view which does 
not take up any storage space or contain any data. 



Following query create materialized view

Syntax: Sql>create materialized view viewname

Refresh<refresh option><refresh mode>

Option :Complete, Fast, Force

Mode: on Commit, on Demand, (/*all views/particular 
view/*)

SQL>CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW AARAS_PK

REFRESH FAST START WITH SYSDATE

NEXT SYSDATE+1/48

WITH PRIMARY KEY

AS SELECT * FROM EMP;

SQL> CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON EMP;



Dropping View
SQL> Drop  view view_name

SQL>Drop  view Aaras;


